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More weapons loom large in Libya’s future
Lamine Ghanmi

Tunis

W

orld powers have
given their backing
to arming the UNbrokered
Libyan
national unity government but some residents and
analysts worry the weaponry could
lead to more instability within the
North African nation.
The Government of National Accord (GNA), led by Faiez al-Sarraj,
has yet to roll back the power of
rival militias vying for turf and eyeing foreign backing to increase their
firepower.
Omran Burwais, a Benghazibased lawyer and writer, said the
move to allow Sarraj’s government
to get weapons appeared out of step
with the reality on the ground.
“Sarraj’s government has no
troops of its own that could be
armed. His government having
weapons means more firepower for
militias supporting him in western
Libya and this will push rival militias to seek weapons and support
from the outside. The result could
be more bloodshed and another
missed opportunity to end the conflict in the country,” he said.

World powers have
given their backing to
arming the
UN-brokered Libyan
national unity
government.
The United States, the European
Union and North African states
neighbouring Libya have urged the
country’s armed groups to unite under Sarraj after politicians from the
country’s political divide signed an
agreement in December. However,
the accord has yet to be approved
by the internationally recognised
parliament.
Sarraj has hunkered down since
arriving in Tripoli on March 30th after a smooth start, in which he was

handed control of state institutions.
He was backed by several militias
but he has yet to assert authority
outside the fences of the navy base
on the edge of Tripoli from where
his government operates.
The Islamic State (ISIS) baffled
analysts by keeping quiet during
the first weeks following Sarraj’s arrival in Tripoli. It has now stepped
up attacks on Sarraj’s allies outside
its stronghold in Sirte.

General Khalifa Haftar
has for the first time
challenged Sarraj’s
government
legitimacy.
Human Rights Watch (HRW) said
ISIS has inflicted “severe hardship”
on the people of Sirte by diverting
food, medicine, fuel and cash from
the city, which it wants to keep as its
stronghold.
At least 49 people were killed, including by decapitation, for alleged
crimes including blasphemy, sorcery and spying, HRW said.
Militias backed by Sarraj’s government said they recaptured a
main checkpoint south of Misrata
from ISIS, reversing some gains the
militant group made earlier in May,
Misrata hospital spokesman Aziz
Issa said.
ISIS fighters overran the Abu
Grain checkpoint, town and several
nearby villages after coordinated
suicide bombings on May 5th. Abu
Grain is 140km west of Sirte on the
main road leading south from Misrata. The military has yet to take full
control of the area.
The Libyan government will be
allowed to import weapons and related materiel with the approval of
a UN Security Council committee
overseeing the embargo imposed on
Libya since 2011, following a meeting of Western backers and neighbours of Libya in Vienna.
General Khalifa Haftar has for
the first time challenged Sarraj’s
government legitimacy, telling local television Libya al Hadath: “The
GNA government represents only
some ink on paper. It does not inter-

Libyan pro-government forces celebrate, on May 18th, in Abu Grein, south of Libya's third city
Misrata, a day after Libya's unity government recaptured the area from the Islamic State (ISIS) group.
est me .”
His supporters have criticised
Sarraj’s government as a foreign
project aimed at dominating Libya
but he had not made any comments
himself on the Sarraj government
until his statement on May 17th.
“It will not succeed and we have
absolutely nothing to do with its decisions,” said Haftar, the commander of Libya’s rump national army
who is backed mainly by Egypt.
“Our task is to impose security and
stability and free Libya from terrorism and the Muslim Brotherhood.”
The new Haftar posture could create a dilemma for the United States
and EU powers, such as France, either to take a position against some
of their Arab allies or water down
their enthusiasm for Sarraj.
Commenting on the decision to
authorise weapon sales to Sarraj’s

authority, Jason Pack, an expert
with the Libya-Analysis consultancy, told Voice of America he feared
the move “could fuel tensions
rather than deter them”, arguing
that “an injection of weapons to the
GNA is likely to amplify factional rivalries”.
“The international community’s
undeterred championing of the
GNA seems increasingly out of step
with Libyans’ sentiments,” Pack
said, noting growing public support
for General Khalifa Haftar after his
forces made gains against ISIS and
other militants in Benghazi, Derna
and Ajdabiya.
“My concern is that it is rewarding
the GNA but they haven’t done anything to deserve a reward yet. We
should only give them arms once
they actually attack ISIS, which
they have not done,” he added.

European analysts are pointing
to the priority of a stabilisation process that focuses first on economic
and domestic security and reconciliation.
“The EU and its member states
should focus on five areas: the
economy; intra-Libyan reconciliation and devolution of power; a
diplomatic offensive to make sure
all Europe’s allies support the unity
government; supporting a Libyan
joint command in the fight against
ISIS; and implementing a joint EULibyan plan on migration,” Mattia
Toaldo, a European security analyst, said in a post by the European
Council on Foreign Relations.
Lamine Ghanmi is an Arab Weekly
correspondent in Tunis. He has
reported on North Africa for
decades.

Leading Algerian newspaper fighting for its life
Rachid Tlemçani

Algiers

A

ctivists from Algerian
political groups, led by
the country’s independence war icon Zohra Drif
Bitat, rallied on May 11th
in front of Bir Mourad Rais court in
Algiers in support of leading daily
newspaper El Khabar.
El Khabar is fighting for survival
as it seeks to roll back in court a government decision to block its sale to
Algerian tycoon Issad Rebrab.
El Khabar editors and rights activists allege the government frightened away advertisers from the
newspaper to punish it for its independent editorial line, pushing
it to the brink of bankruptcy. The
daily turned to Rebrab, considered
among the few businessmen voicing critical views of government
policies.

El Khabar editors and
rights activists allege
the government
frightened away
advertisers from the
newspaper.
Rebrab is locked in a business and
political rivalry with businessman
Ali Haddad, who is close to the presidency and who owns two newspapers. Both men come from the restive Kabylie region, a stronghold for
opposition groups in Algeria.
The matter became a rallying cry
for the Moroccan opposition and
rights activists, who argue the gov-

ernment aims to financially strangle
independent media to silence dissent as it prepares to replace ailing
President Abdelaziz Bouteflika.
Government backers say the
move is part of the government’s
role to prevent a monopoly and the
collusion between big money and
the media.
“The sale of the newspaper is crucial for the survival of the newspaper, which struggled to protect its
independence, paying a heavy price
at the hands of the government. The
paper has been at loggerheads with
the authorities because of its independence,” said Mohamed Said,
a former minister of Communications.
“Undermining press freedom
under any pretext will damage the
country’s democratic process,” he
added.
Said said Rebrab has been “targeted by the authorities because of
his views”.
“Even if the case were to be a
purely commercial matter, the political circumstances in Algeria,
where [there is] mistrust between
the authorities and political opposition, make the matter a subject of
the political struggle and about the
direction of the country,” he added.
Saad Okba, one of the leading
writers for El Khabar, argued that
government officials overseeing the
media should face trial for their role
in pushing El Khabar to be sold.
“The Communications Ministry
blocked private advertising to El
Khabar by threatening heavy taxation against private firms for dealing with the newspaper,” he wrote.
“Two years ago when the newspaper was in a good financial

Employees of El Khabar group attend a protest in front of the administrative court of Algiers, on May 11th.
health, Rebrab and other businessmen offered high prices to acquire
the daily. Now, as a result of the
ministry’s starvation policy, Rebrab
got it with less than half the price he
had proposed in the past.”
El Khabar was set up by 18 journalists when a 1990 bill liberalised
print media. The government of
Mouloud Hamrouche assisted journalists in setting up newspapers, as
Algeria emerged from a single-party
political system.
More than 20 daily tabloids quickly emerged. El Khabar — Arabic for

“the news” — reached a circulation of 1 million, one of the highest among newspapers in the Arab
world.
The parent group includes El
Khabar newspaper, television channel KBC and five printing houses
co-owned with the El Watan group.
Algeria’s other newspapers, about
140 titles, publish in state-owned
printing houses.
During the 2014 presidential campaign, El Khabar and El Watan were
not allowed to benefit from public
agency advertising revenues. Since

then the government has put more
pressure on private firms not to advertise in El Khabar and El Watan.
El Khabar media group revenues
rapidly started to shrink. However,
it is the television channel that is
the main cause of the financial troubles. The newspaper still has a circulation of 400,000.
The court postponed the case to
May 25th.
Rachid Tlemçani teaches
international and comparative
politics in Algiers.

